INTRODUCTION
A popular cigarette advertisement from the 1960s exclaimed, "You've come a long way, Baby!" That sentiment could be applied to Naval Oceanography. The US Navy has navigated the course of developing prediction technology over many fundamental shifts in global geopolitics while addressing the evolving challenges at the forefront of the oceanography mission to ensure the safety of the nation's armed forces.
Originally motivated by Soviet-era submarine programs, accurate acoustic prediction necessitated forecasting the positions of ocean fronts and eddies. Since then, the scope of Naval Oceanography has expanded to encompass a littoral focus, including applications that assist Navy SEa Air and Land (SEAL) teams, amphibious vehicle landings, and mine warfare. The fundamental physics governing the universe remains unchanged and so has the Navy's need to understand ocean physics, build numerical representations, connect to data streams, and assimilate observations in order to provide forecasts addressing the challenges of today and tomorrow. A well-planned course is no accident, and the Navy's leading edge in ocean prediction is the result. This paper provides a description of the path to this leading edge, a synthesis of the current operational architecture that enables Naval Oceanography, an analysis of the triumphs of the last 10 years that are part of today's oceanography portfolio, and a prediction of what the next 10 years holds for Naval Oceanography.
CHARTING THE COURSE
As early as 1976, ocean forecasting was acknowledged as an important goal for the US Navy to provide ocean thermal structure to support accurate anti-submarine warfare (ASW) acoustic prediction performance. In June 1976, an "Ocean Forecasting" workshop was held in Monterey, CA, to assess Navy needs in prognostic and synoptic modeling and to define a preliminary long-term ocean forecasting plan (Anonymous, 1977) .
The workshop addressed two immediate goals to "dramatically improve" ocean prediction: (1) develop an improved sea surface temperature diagnostic model to upgrade the Navy's surface temperature maps to a 6-or 12-hour update using in situ data, and (2) use multilayer, open ocean boundary circulation and thermodynamic models to predict ocean state in a region where ocean fronts or temperature anomalies occur.
Based on these recommendations, Navy efforts focused on the development of the Thermal Ocean Prediction System (TOPS), a grid of one-dimensional model vertical profiles of the thermodynamic structure of the upper mixed layer (Clancy and Pollak, 1983) .
In 1981, the second "Ocean Forecasting" workshop was held in Monterey to discuss progress and future directions (Mooers et al., 1982 (Seesholtz, 1986) .
Peloquin ( This is a fundamental change from using in-house computational capability, motivated by the evolution toward coupled global and high-resolution systems.
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TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS
The Navy understood in 1976 that they William Burnett (william.h.burnett@navy.mil Figure 1 . This schematic depicts the entire range of meteorological and oceanographic (METOC) operations for the US Navy, from scientific research and development (R&D) for new sensors and predictive models to data assimilation, model production, and support of the deployed fleet. New products from the R&D community enhance collection methods and predictive capabilities, providing a wealth of information to support the US Navy through production centers at the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center and the Naval Oceanographic Office. The Department of Defense and community web-based services are used to distribute forecasts and observations to reachback centers where forecasters add value to observations and model output and then forward those products globally to the embedded METOC teams.
ENVIRONMENT OBSERVATIONS
Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC)
Monterey, CA The fundamental observation is that the speed at which this process propagates is not a natural response speed for any of the separate dynamical systems. Only through the coupling can such events be predicted (Waliser, 2006 Figure 2 . The structure of Navy environmental prediction systems past, present, and future. US Navy METOC models are evolving from loosely or one-way coupled models to tightly or two-way coupled models. Today, US Navy modeling supports limited ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts for the atmosphere and regional ocean models. In the future, the National Earth Systems Prediction Capability will be supported by the Navy's use of tightly coupled models across an increasing list of mediums and more and improved ensemble-based predictions. Two-way coupling of regional and coastal models with global models will improve the overall systems' predictive capability.
ice cover, and atmospheric conditions. N-ESPC is also a project that encompasses prediction systems on a national Five to 10 years from now, the capabilities discussed here should be available as resources for the operational Naval Oceanography community. As geopolitical changes and technological advances present new challenges, the Navy will be ready to address them across the globe. A key part of this future will be the ability to accurately forecast the environment with long lead times. It is an exciting time to be involved with Naval Oceanography as new technologies transition into operations allowing fleet forecasters the best possible opportunity to influence decisions in a timely manner.
